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NOMADISM IN BALUCHISTAN
BRIAN SPOONER

Baluchistan as the Baluch define it includes most of West Pakistan west
of the Indus, the southwest corner of Afghanistan, and the southeastern
province of Persia, and Baluch minorities are also to be found scattered far
to the north of this area as far as Soviet Turkmenistan. However, this vast
area has never constituted any sort of unit, except in a vague cultural and
linguistic sense.
It is not simple to define the Baluch. The Baluchi language, which is
closely related to Pahlavi, provides a lingua /ranca, which most (but not
all) Baluch speak as their mother tongue. Some Baluch are peasants,
some are nomads, some depend almost equally on agriculture and pastoral
ism. 1.fany groups appear to have entered the region and become Baluch
as recently as 200-250 years ago, and some actually claim very feasible
alien origins, though nobody would now dispute their "Baluchness". There
is no unequivocal evidence of Baluch in Baluchistan from earlier than the
eighteenth century, though linguistic and historical evidence is generally
thought to suggest their arrival in the area around 1100 A.D. 1 The origin
and etymology of the word Baluch are unknown. There are many references
to people called Baluch elsewhere in Iran before the eighteenth century.
It is likely that some of these are the ancestor� of some of the present Baluch,
but evidence is lacking. In the usage of the word Baluch by the Baluch
now two different (though no doubt historically closely related) meanings
are distinguishable which for convenience may be separated and written
"Baluch" and "baluch". All who are born into the traditional society are
Baluch, in distinction from people from other areas and cultures. All Baluch
refer to the tent-dwelling nomadic pastoralists of the region as baluch, and
used thus it has connotations of "par excellence". It is the baluch who embody -1
and maintain in their way of life the values of hospitality and standards of I
intimacy with the environment which are generally accepted as ideal in Baluch
society. In the traditional situation it was the baluch who formed the fighting J
force of the chiefs. Many of them owned slaves, many of which originated
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Cf. e.g. R.N. Frye in Encycwpaedia of Islam, 2nd edition, article "Balucistan".
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